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Julia Wachtel & Wendy White
airlok or gazing into the void
06 February - 14 March 2021

Washington DC: von ammon co is pleased to announce its next project, Airlok or Gazing Into the Void, a two-person show by New York based artists Julia 
Wachtel and Wendy White. Each artist has assigned a title to her contribution to the exhibition: Airlok, by Wendy White, consists of three large-scale suspended 
mobiles made of dibond, aluminum and LED light; Gazing Into the Void, by Julia Wachtel, consists of five new paintings on canvas. The artists largely avoid the 
use of existing gallery wallspace to install work, and instead construct an ersatz labyrinth of drywall and wooden studs spanning various structural columns. 
While the two projects assert their distinction through their respective titles, the installation allows for each artist’s work to frequently overlap and communicate 
with the other as the viewer navigates the space.

Wachtel’s first-ever single-motif series depicts one repeated, serialized subject: a white man with his head in a hole. Drawing from  various techniques of image 
appropriation, Wachtel  either directly lifts the likeness of these men from existing photographs  or as hand-painted depictions of drawn caricatures. This 
exceptionally particular image—of the white man hiding his face, either out of denial, shame, fear, or self-justification—attracts new sociopolitical associations 
daily, and at an overwhelming rate. Wachtel’s painterly project has sought to deconstruct the semiotics of media (both traditional and digital) and to reconstruct 
it within the language of painting. This has typically involved the juxtaposition of unrelated images to create synthetic effects of dark humor and critique. In this 
series, Wachtel concerns herself with only one recurring image, as a synthesis of opposites—the pathetic, pratfall figure is humorous in its clumsy, struthious 
oblivion; the implications that subtend this awkward stance are those of unspeakable existential horror.

Wendy White’s three new, monumentally scaled mobiles involve the index of visual archetypes that the artist has developed throughout the course of her career: 
examples include a vector image of a black rainbow, a heart shaped from chunky pixels, a rain or tear droplet, a peace sign. While vaguely familiar, these signs 
lack a clear referent, and hover in a non-logocentric space, wherein the particular anxieties of childhood, adolescence and adulthood intersect depending on the 
viewer’s perspective. Like Wachtel, White is concerned with the reindexing of cultural semiotics and their subsequent reconstruction as simultaneously absurd, 
melancholy and fearsome art objects. As infantilization of the American consumer becomes an overt marketing strategy and as screens supplant real objects as 
the means to soothe a child, White’s sculptures straddle an in-between space: an abandoned realm of things on one side, and an uncertain future of virtual 
image-objects on the other. 



airlok or gazing 
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Plot Hole, 2020
acrylic on canvas

55 x 85.5 in
139.7 x 217.2 cm



Black Hole, 2020
acrylic on canvas
45 x 53 in / 114.3 x 134.6 cm



Blind Hole, 2020
oil and acrylic on canvas
45 x 167 in / 114.3 x 424.2 cm



Sink Hole, 2020
oil and acrylic on canvas
50 x 143 in / 127 x 363.2 cm



Rabbit Hole, 2020
oil on canvas

40 x 46 in / 101.6 x 116.8 cm



The Sorcerer’s Burden: Contemporary Art and the Anthropological Turn
The Contemporary Austin, Texas, USA
14 September 2019 - 2 February 2020 





what, what, what, 1988
Oil, flashe, and lacquer ink on canvas; 52 x 111 in 
In Brand New: Art and Commodity in the 1980’s at Hirshhorn Museum, Washington, DC, 14 February - 13 May 2018



Fulfillment
Helena Anrather
New York, NY
14 April –4 June 
2022









Fulfillment, 2021
oil and acrylic on canvas, 

101 x 51 in / 256.54 x 129.54 cm 



Dream, 2021
Oil and acrylic on canvas, 
50 x 103 in / 127 x 261.62 cm



Hello, 2021
Oil and acrylic on canvas
50 x 99 in / 127 x 251.46 cm



Duck, 2021
Oil and acrylic on canvas, 

50 x 123 inches
127 x 312.42 cm 



Loren Ipsum, 2021
Oil and acrylic on canvas, 

50 x 131 in / 127 x 332.74 cm 



Split, 2021
Oil and acrylic on canvas, 
50 x 123 in / 127 x 312.42 cm



HELPP
Mary Boone Gallery 

New York, NY
9 March - 20 April 2019











Helpp, 2018
Oil, acrylic, 
ink/canvas 
72 x 111 in



Man, 2018
Oil, acrylic, ink/canvas

60 x 73 in 



Modern Landscape, 2018
Oil, flashe, acrylic ink/canvas
50 x 127 in



Coda, 2018
Oil, flashe, acrylic ink/canvas



Iteration, 2018
Oil/canvas 
72 x 94 in



The Existential State of Red, 2018
Oil, acrylic, ink/canvas

50 x 117 in 



I Forget the Question, 2019, Oil, acrylic, ink/canvas, 50 x 86 in 



Depth of Field, 2018
Oil, acrylic ink/canvas
45 x 45 in 



Flat, Folded and Doubled, 
2018 

Oil, acrylic, ink/canvas
60 x 85 in 













Displacement
Elizabeth Dee Gallery 

New York, NY
11 November 2017 - 

20 January 2018 







Communication, 2017
Oil and acrylic ink on canvas
50 x 152 in / 127 x 386.10 cm



Target, 2017
Oil and acrylic on canvas

60 x 76 inches
152.40 x 193 cm



The Space Complexity of an Algorithm, 2017
Oil and acrylic on canvas
50 x 122  inches
127 x 309.90 cm



Ascending and Descending, 2017
oil and acrylic on canvas

50 x 127.75 in / 127 x 324.50 cm



Sunday Afternoon, 2017
Oil and acrylic on canvas
60 x 160 in / 152.40 x 506.40 cm



Picnic, 2017
Oil and acrylic on canvas, 60 x 118  in / 152.40 x 299.70 cm



Mapping, 2017
Oil and acrylic ink on canvas 

50 x 168 in / 127 x 426.70 cm



Julia Wachtel at Vilma Gold, 
London, UK, 

12 January - 27 February 2017









Hero, 2015 
oil, flashe, lacquer ink on canvas, 

 60 x 126 in / 152.5 x 320 cm



Hope, 2015,
oil, flashe, lacquer ink on canvas 
60 x 130 in / 152.5 x 330 cm 



Untitled (bad), 2015
oil, acrylic ink and flashe on canvas 
60 x 150 inches
152.4 x 381 cm



Sm,Med,Lg, 
2015 
oil, acrylic ink 
and flashe on 
canvas
60 x 106 in / 
152.4 x 269.2 
cm 



mart, 2015
oil, acrylic ink 
on canvas
60 x 117 in /
152.4 x 297.2 
cm 



Empowerment
Elizabeth Dee Gallery
New York, NY, 
16 May - 27 June 2015









Julia Wachtel
Cleveland 
Institute of Art
11 October 
2014 - 17 January 
2015







Post Culture
Vilma Gold, London, UK,
16 March - 27 April 2013





Them, 1981 
poster, marker 
81 x 28 inches
206 x 72 cm 



Narrative Collapse I, 
1981/2013

 posters, marker 
42 x 162 inches

106 x 411 cm 



Narrative Collapse 
II, 1981/2013 
posters, marker 
40 x 163 inches
102 x 415 cm 



Two separate shows that overlap in places, Julia Wachtel and Wendy 
White’s “Airlok or Gazing Into the Void” share a bit of technique and a lot 
of temperament. The New York artists have filled Von Ammon Co. with 
images that are appropriated (Wachtel prefers to say “reclaimed”) from 
the Internet and deployed to convey anxiety and upset.

White begins with simple visual icons that can represent emotions or 
simply the weather, among them hearts, rainbows, clouds and rain (or 
tear) drops. She fabricates them as huge 3-D (but still essentially flat) 
shapes, made of steel or aluminum or outlined in space by white LEDs 
shaped like neon tubes. Three sets of these mostly black emblems are 
grouped in mobiles that hang off-kilter and close to the floor, so their 
presence is intrusive. White also suspends a lone heart, whose chunky 
edges reveal its pixel-built origins, in front of White’s wall painting of a 
damaged wall. This collaboration is the show’s title piece. 

Aside from the simulated wall, Wachtel’s contributions are five paintings 
of the same basic image: a man who’s inserted his head into a hole. She 
has executed these in the modes of the originals — from cartoon to 
photograph. All of the men are White, and their reasons for hiding their 
faces are “denial, shame, fear or self-justification,” according to the 
gallery’s statement. The feelings that White’s mobiles evoke are less 
specific, but the way they hang suggests they’re distress signals of a sort. 
Both artists take banal, electronic clip art and render it curiously 
unsettling. – Mark Jenkins, 05 March 2021



For artists Julia Wachtel and Wendy White, inspiration doesn’t need to 
come from much further than a Google Image Search. In a new show at 
Washington D.C.’s Von Ammon Co., titled Airlok  or Gazing Into The Void , 
both artists culled generic depictions of familiar emotional states for 
those who are living, ahem, in these trying times . For Wachtel, that image 
was of a man with his head in a hole, representing at once feelings of 
shame, of isolation, of frustration, which she painted as a single-motif in 
several different styles. For White, that image was a more hopeful one: 
pixel art of an extra life from a video game in the shape of a heart, which 
she sculpted in steel and placed on a hanging mobile along with other 
ubiquitous, flat images that have existed for as long as the internet has. 

Though these interpretations of the past several months’ events are 
different, they certainly exist in tandem. As they’re presented at Von 
Ammon Co., none of the art is on the walls, and instead, the two artists 
decided to create a bespoke structure to present the pieces on, to 
highlight their connectivity, where they will remain on view through March 
14. Curious to learn more, GARAGE gave White and Wachtel a call.

From what I read, it seems like the work addresses two different 
kinds of troubled American archetypes: the American consumer 
(Wendy’s work), and the white American man (Julia’s work). It’s 
funny to think of those two kinds of people being addressed in 
the same show.

ANNIE ARMSTRONG | 12 FEBRUARY 2021



Wendy White:  I think our work overlaps with an interest in advertising and symbology and the mutability of images. For me, I wouldn't say it’s 
really about the consumer, but as we are consumers of images and motifs, and as symbols move through us and around us, it’s been a big part 
of my work for a while. I love the idea of the brand of the sheet rock on the outside, because that’s a big part of my work: making sense of and 
navigating the world of symbols. So, a lot of my work is like clip art. If you Google “cloud” and “rainbow,” that’s what you get. And I’ve 
manipulated them over the years to make them exactly the way I want, but they come from clip art, so they’re really ubiquitous. I think we both 
have a really similar way of finding images. I don’t like to make images, I like to find them, and then use them. I wouldn’t call what I do 
appropriation, but I lift and recast things that already exist.

Julia Wachtel:  I have come up with a word that I substitute for appropriation: “reclamation.” The advertising world of images claims us as 
consumers. It’s very hard to escape the reality of the images in the world, you really have to climb into a hole to avoid that. So, in a way, the 
images own us to a certain degree. And I see the political aspect of taking images from the culture as saying: “I am essential to your existence, 
this image needs a consumer. Therefore, you’ve given me a certain power in the way in which you function, and I’m gonna take that power back 
and become the producer of that image.” But, [Wendy], I didn’t realize your iconography was from clip art. Because most of my cartoons now are 
from clip art. I mean, I kind of understood the space they were from in a more general way, but I didn’t know that was literally where you found 
them.

WW : Well, the pixel heart is health, or lives, in video games. So, I chose them based on how they pop up in other places. Now, we have a cloud in 
our weather app. It’s an Instagram filter. It’s everywhere, and it represents this vague idea of weather or an atmospheric shift. So I just adopted 
them as stand ins for emotional states. I think they take on different personalities. Sometimes they’re dripping oil rainbows, but they’re always 
dystopian because they’re usually black and they’re always close to the floor. I originally got them from googling and finding vector-based 
rainbows, and there are some that I’ve used more than others. But just stuff I’ve grabbed from the internet.

JW : We’re both finders. For me, my search when I’m working on a painting may come from an emotional idea. Like, if you plug in “dissatisfaction” 
to an image search, it’s really interesting. Sometimes it’s very obvious what you’re gonna find, but other times it’s not at all. And it becomes a 
path through the cultural mood, which represents itself in the images that come up with these words.



Where else did you lift some of the images from your “Head in Hole” paintings? 

JW : Basically, all the images for the show that I use are from that search, “head in hole.” And, you find the cartoons and you find the 
photographic ones. And most of the photographic ones are from when you do the search. There are a lot of stock photos. And stock photos are 
a commercial thing. And you wonder: Why did they make this? Who is buying this, and what is the context it’s going into? But it all came from 
that very limited search.

One pothole image specifically reminds me a lot of Bruce Nauman. What has helped you feel inspired? Who have you looked to, if 
anybody?

JW : I don’t think there is anyone who has helped me. Whether that’s another artist, a political person, or a friend. Not to sound solipsistic or 
anything. But for me, sometimes, unlike Wendy, who said at the beginning she felt like it was irresponsible or morally wrong to make art at the 
beginning of COVID and Black Lives Matter, another overwhelming emotional situation, I almost feel like it is my responsibility to somehow 
reflect back something that is useful. And I’m not saying I’ve achieved that, but the impulse to do that has weighed down on me. This is my job. 
That thought motivates me.

Julia Wachtel’s and Wendy White’s Airlok or Gazing Into the Void  at von ammon co., Washington, DC. runs through March 14 2021 



Narrative Collapse II, 1981/2013, posters, marker, 102 x 415 cm. Courtesy Vilma Gold, 
London

JULIA WACHTEL: POST CULTURE

GABRIEL COXHEAD | 24 SEPTEMBER 2020

Julia Wachtel emerged at the same time as the Pictures Generation in 
1980s New York, and her work shares a lot of the same concerns and 
strategies with regard to media appropriation and ironic juxtaposition – 
though with a slightly more oblique, cryptic twist. Astonishingly, though, 
this is her first solo show in the UK – and so takes the form of a miniature 
survey of works produced during different stages in her career.

Probably her best-known pieces internationally, however, are the large 
canvases onto which the artist paints oversize cartoon figures copied from 
chintzy greetings cards, alternating these with pictures sourced from 
news media. Superficially, then, there’s a kind of contrast between the 
bright, buffoonish, absurdly caricatured emotions and the grayscale, 
ostensibly factual depictions – the point being that actually both sets of 
images are emblems of the same simplified and exaggerated mediascape. 
Yet if her technique sounds slightly formulaic, the results are often 
decidedly unnerving, richly ambiguous. What, What, What (1988) is a case 
in point, featuring one of those tacky, phallic homunculi you get on 
comedy erotic cards, together with an utterly bizarre newsprint image of a 
fur-coated woman wearing some kind of pale, rubbery mask. The 
combination clearly invites a reading to do with desire and concealment – 
yet the overall message is as much about the fundamental unknowability 
and obscurity of meaning. With their open, exclaiming mouths, the figures 
appear to be trying to communicate something – but all the specifics have 
been leached away, as if the sound has been suddenly turned down.



The cinematic or televisual analogy is appropriate. Wachtel’s longest-running series consists of sequences of commercial posters, which, read 
left-to-right, evoke celluloid strips or random channel-hopping. Narrative Collapse II (1981/2013), for instance, goes: schmaltzy anonymous 
flower-girl; Judy Garland in a gold lamé suit; Che Guevara; the same Garland image again; Davy Crockett; middle-aged Elvis. Superimposed on 
each sequence, additionally, is a portrait silhouette drawn in black marker pen, like a permanent shadow – the idea presumably being that our 
sense of self is as much a projection, an artistic construct, as these larger-than-life pop-icons.

If these sorts of identity-based issues can sometimes seem a little jejune, Wachtel’s American Color series from the 1990s onwards, combining 
monochrome canvases with silkscreened snippets of found imagery, is a more pertinent response to the massive proliferation of media 
technologies. In I’m Ok, You’re Ok(1992), a freeze-frame from a daytime TV talk show drifts beyond the borders of an expanse of yellow, as if 
vertical hold has broken down; while by ACv2.6 (2012), Wachtel’s source material has shifted to the Internet, featuring some incomprehensible 
extreme sport sandwiched between uneven slabs of grey. In both works, the sense is of a loss of bearings – as if contemporary culture itself is 
simply scrolling away incoherently; as if all visual material has become completely atomised, hopelessly reduced to an indecipherable level of 
abstraction.

In which case, might not the logical endpoint, the ultimate abstraction, be total imagelessness? That’s the sense, certainly, behind the show’s 
most profoundly unsettling work: a brief sound piece from 1984, in which a sample of brokenhearted histrionics from a daytime soap is followed 
by a creepy, muffled, oddly beguiling voice uttering the looped phrase, “Come closer… you disappear me”. A kind of sinister invocation of 
oblivion, then: a mantra for the mass media age.

This article was first published in the Summer 2013 issue.



Julia Wachtel, Habitat v.1 (dolphin), 2020, oil, acrylic, and Flashe on canvas, 60 × 92 
inches. Courtesy of Library Street Collective.

Disposable Images: Julia Wachtel Interviewed by John 
Garcia

JOHN GARCIA | 23 APRIL 2021

“Even in a crisis, there are still commercials. Animated ads for 
anti-depressants, political campaign spots, and mini infomercials with 
celebrity-endorsed skincare products constantly circulate between cycles 
of “breaking news.” While much has been said on the “poor image,” Julia 
Wachtel has spent the last several decades working with the “disposable 
image.” These images exist in the interim: advertisers pay to make them 
memorable while most viewers do their best to forget them. Wachtel, 
however, catalogs and paints these images in sequence on multiple 
panels. In grouping these seemingly dissimilar images together, Wachtel 
provides viewers with another chance to consider the provenance and 
sociopolitical weight behind their visual ephemerality.”

—John Garcia

John Garcia: Your first exhibition ever was a group show in 1979 at PS1 
in New York City. What did you present at the time?

Julia Wachtel: The exhibition at PS1 was an installation of film, video, 
and sound. Looking back at it now, I realize how foundational it was to 
the work that followed. I was constructing a contrast between an image of 
authentic interpersonal interaction, in this case a Super 8, black-and-white 
film of couples combing each other’s hair. I filmed pairs of people of 
varying ages and gender in all permutations. The setting was somewhat 
romantic, on a bluff overlooking Peconic Bay in Long Island. It was 
contrasted with a video of a close-up of a hand constructing an image of a 
face using toy plastic Colorforms body parts. There was an independent 
soundtrack that was sampled from daytime soap operas, which I cut up 
and edited using a kind of slice-and-dice aesthetic not unlike the way I use 
images now in my paintings. 



JG: The earliest work of yours that I’ve seen is from 1981: Relations of Absence, which also references the trope of a romantic couple. Bob 
Nickas wrote about this piece, using it as a sort of ad for the infotainment movement. Relations of Absence consists of a row of posters pasted 
side by side directly to a wall. The posters, which feature images of celebrities, are all store bought. Painted on top of the posters is the black 
silhouette of a couple, as if it were the shadow of two viewers looking at the piece. By 1988, with a work like A Dream of Symmetry, you were 
creating a single artwork out of multiple canvases of disparate, but sometimes repeating, images all pushed together into one larger panoramic 
work. What rhetorical function are you after when sequencing images together? 

JW: With the poster work I literally inserted the viewer into it by casting a shadow of a person and then using magic marker filling in the shape 
on top of the poster. So the magic marker figure represented both the presence of the viewer and the absence of the image, or at least the part 
of it that was covered by the shadow.

Having been working with film, the sequencing of images felt very natural to me. It’s a way to reference narrative in a non-narrative way. It also 
created a structure to build a painting out of—a linear collage. There is a rhythm that can be created in the sequencing of images. I’m very 
influenced by music and put that into my painting in a structural way. But it’s important to note that at the end of the day it is a whole static 
image that is meant to be looked at in its totality. It is one image. There is a bit of a demand put upon the viewer to sustain the contrasting 
elements and to allow them to exist simultaneously in one’s experience. We do that all the time as we absorb imagery in the world, but I think 
we are largely unconscious of it. 

JG: Another notable evolution in your work is the move from using appropriated posters to painting appropriated images on canvas. You 
elevated disposable images to a more commercially viable platform, but you didn’t change the content. The move to canvas and paint is critically 
important. What catalyzed this evolution in medium presentation? 

JW: There were two main reasons why I decided to make paintings. The first was simply to elevate the image to be taken seriously. As you point 
out, many of the images I use are of the disposable variety, as most images are today whether they are commercially produced or self-produced 
on social media platforms. When I first started painting, the internet didn’t exist of course, so I was sourcing imagery primarily from greeting 
cards and magazines. They needed to be lifted off the throwaway paper and exist in the permanent historical space of painting. Scale was also 
important as I wanted the figures to feel life size, making them relatable as a surrogate for the viewer. The second reason was my rather 
romantic idea of my own investment in the painting. I wanted my labor to be there. I wanted to make a commitment to the image. As far as the 
content not changing, it’s because the content is the ready-made. I contrast, repeat, crop, change orientation, adjust color, etc., but the content 
remains.



JG: One of my favorite works of yours is Between Red and Green (2017), from the show we did together at Foxy Production. That piece, along 
with Stripe (2015), both prominently feature cartoon characters. How does the role of the cartoon function in each of these works? 

JW: I see the cartoons as actors that I cast in the painting. Sometimes they function in a directly narrative way as commentators on the scene 
they are placed in, but more often than not there isn’t a direct narrative connection. Instead they lend a gravitas to the situation they find 
themselves in, in the paintings. It’s counterintuitive to think that these ridiculous figures could do that, but, strangely, I think they do. In the 
painting Stripe I was interested in memes. The two cartoons were both images of the singer Psy from different how-to-draw websites. At the 
time, the “Gangnam Style” video which these memes were based on was the most widely viewed video worldwide. The cartoons were contrasted 
with a real image of Psy and with Kim Jong-un, the dictator of a country that has total control over the dissemination of images and information. 
The relationship between the two was quite obvious, but hopefully through the multiple variations of Psy and the comical nature of his figure I 
undercut a didactic reading. Between Red and Green is a variation of a painting I did in the ’80s. The original series was a play on the binary 
terms of cartoon/primitive. In this case, cartoon/cartoon.

JG: The exhibition titles of your last three New York City solo shows seem to all be part of the same anti-humanist narrative. Empowerment, then 
Displacement (both at Elizabeth Dee), and finally HELPP—the last show at Mary Boone before it closed. What conversation is happening between 
this trio of shows?

JW: That’s an interesting question. I really haven’t thought about them in that narrative way. With the title of Empowerment I was approaching 
the idea in a variety of ways. The first was institutional empowerment, such as political or corporate. The second was the promise of the internet 
and social media to deliver self-empowerment through self-representation. And the third was a reference to myself, as it was my exhibition and 
my title. I hope the latter was with a great dose of irony. The paintings in Displacement were all created in the aftermath of the election of 
Trump. Kind of like how I felt after 9/11, it felt impossible to make an exhibition that didn’t in some way address the trauma. It represented a 
shift from a known place to an unknown place. The title also describes a basic aspect of my process, which is to displace images from their 
found place into the space of my painting. The Mary Boone show was a year later and seemed to express the zeitgeist of the moment. I had the 
working title of “help” for one of the paintings in the show. As I was working on the painting in the planning stages on my computer, I added an 
extra letter “p” to the file name in order to differentiate it quickly from another file. As I looked at it on my screen over time, I became attached 
to it, and I thought it expressed the comical and the helpless at the same time. It also created a repetition within the structure of the letters not 
unlike the repetition of images within painting.



Julia Wachtel: SuperMushroom, 2020, oil, Flashe, and acrylic on canvas, 60 by 119 inches; at 
Perrotin.

JULIA WACHTEL ON PANDEMIC AND SCREEN CULTURE

JULIA WACHTEL | 14 AUGUST 2020

Painter Julia Wachtel has spent the last four decades appropriating 
advertising and popular culture imagery. Wachtel’s compositions tend to 
highlight wry juxtapositions of visual information: for example, a cartoon 
mushroom bifurcating a warehouse fully stocked with consumer goods in 
SuperMushroom (2020). With the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, the 
artist began making short videos (all 2020). Culled mainly from television 
shows and commercials, they isolate and repeat specific visual and aural 
snippets. These videos have been featured on Perrotin Gallery’s Instagram 
and in the experimental online exhibition “Passing Time,” organized by 
curator Neville Wakefield with artists Cecilia Bengolea and Alex Perweiler. 
Three of her paintings—Encore (1988), SuperMushroom, and The 
Astronaut (2020)—were also recently included in the group show “The 
Secret History of Everything” at Perrotin in New York. Below, Wachtel 
discusses some of the ideas behind her work and the process of 
experimenting with video while in quarantine.

I have had an Instagram practice—if I can call it that—for a few years now 
in which I post pictures I’ve seen from the television and internet that I 
consider research photos. The imagery can be as diverse as a patch of 
grass, a close-up of a Maybelline commercial, or the recent SpaceX launch. 
I consult these images and video fragments as source material when 
developing my paintings.

At the beginning of the COVID-19 shutdown, I participated in the video 
project “Passing Time.” I submitted two video fragments that were then 
displayed on the website with other artists’ work. I had never made a 
video before—in fact, I didn’t even know how to edit the two sequences 
together at the time.



I quickly became obsessed while playing around with iMovie on my computer, making almost one fifteen-second to one-minute-long video per 
day. My son encouraged me to use the more sophisticated editing software Adobe Premiere. But, in constructing these videos, I’m still 
intentionally making them in a crude way. For instance, I was working on a video and wanted to have a few seconds of a solid orange frame, but 
I didn’t know how to do it. I could have Googled it, but instead I started thinking of other ways to produce the color. I have a background of 
working in graphic design, so I used InDesign to make an orange square and videotaped my computer screen. I moved my camera in, out, and to 
the side to create a more dynamic shot by allowing the edge of the square to appear along the edge of the frame, which signaled the inclusion of 
the designed shape. Similarly, my video Stay Playful picks up on the dynamics of personified letters bumping into one another in an Oreo 
commercial. I isolate little moments like this to illustrate how all of these devices construct a particular language for the purpose of selling a 
product. Both my paintings and videos look at the language of representation in media and use devices such as repetition and speed to abstract 
the intended narrative and emotional tone. It has been a learning process, but I’ve found it exciting to create a variety of effects in this absurdist 
way of navigating technology. Even though video is a conceptual shift from my paintings, it has now become part of my process, akin to 
sketches.

My work has always focused on media and advertisement, but being under lockdown further intensified our interface with screen culture. 
Technology became the only means through which we could communicate. It seemed even more potent to take things from television as it 
became an increasingly shared experience and a point of connection between myself and the outside world.

The videos draw on the immediacy of events happening around us—such as COVID-19, Black Lives Matter protests, and political rallies—along 
with more casual cultural content like HGTV’s “Love It or List It” and a Ford commercial. Master Closet Issue touches on the frivolous concerns 
and entitlement embedded in the white privilege displayed in a lot of television shows and advertisements. I’ve become more conscious of the 
normalization and hyper-aestheticizing of this type of content, particularly in the wake of the most recent Black Lives Matter protests.

In Relentless Innovation, Trump supporters are milling around, completely defying social distancing and not wearing masks, while the audio 
recording offers corporate double-speak on the benefits of “relentless innovation and the convergence of media, entertainment, and television.” 
The work points to the ways in which people are being manipulated. In their desire to uphold personal freedom, a huge portion of this 
population is being used as pawns by politicians and corporations alike. They want to defend their autonomy, but in actually they’re losing it.



I struggled to make work at the beginning of the pandemic. In the face of such an existential threat, I had to reconsider what can have meaning 
now and be in any way productive. But as an artist I feel it is my job to create meaning. I started thinking about personal protection equipment 
and cycled through a string of associations in my mind, including the planned SpaceX launch headed by Elon Musk. The idea behind The 
Astronaut, which shows a fully suited and equipped astronaut surrounded by a non-descript blue atmosphere, was to create a poignant image of 
entrapment—and, perhaps in some ways, it is a self-portrait about being caught between the desire for protection and the desire for escape.

The painting SuperMushroom was conceived over a year and a half ago. It’s not a response to COVID and the rush to get toilet paper and other 
essentials, but it now resonates in a deeper way. I have long thought about globalization and the circulation of goods. That warehouse setting of 
products speaks to consumerism and the massive transportation of products around the world—a huge contributor to global warming—as 
opposed to a localized economy. The cartoon mushroom is a cute yet heightened reference to toxicity and how unnatural our process of 
consumption has become.

—As told to Francesca Aton



Julia Wachtel, Encore, (1988). Photo: Guillaume Ziccarelli. Courtesy of the artist.

Stuck at Home Without Canvases, Artist Julia Wachtel 
Decided to Experiment With Video. The Strange Results Are 
Distinctly Characteristic

TAYLOR DAFOE | 20 JULY 2020

Remember when, seemingly overnight sometime during those first few 
weeks of quarantine, companies shoehorned uplifting messages of 
solidarity and hope into their TV ads, without ever neglecting to peddle 
their products?

“We’re here for a reason, and it’s bigger than selling cars,” began a Ford 
commercial that otherwise was just a Ford commercial. 

“Now’s the time for us to show off our strength,” a Michelob Ultra ad 
inexplicably declared. 

For pop appropriationist Julia Wachtel, who for four decades has been 
mashing up mass-media images on painted canvases, the discordant tone 
wasn’t new. 

“That’s the COVID advertisement—which is what advertising has always 
been,” she tells Artnet News.

After filming snippets of commercials, reality shows, and other bits of TV, 
the artist created a series of short videos exaggerating this tonal tension 
to trippy, often humorous effect. 

In one, footage of a NASCAR pit stop is intercut with shots of an electric 
toothbrush cleaning a corn cob. In another, a low-budget bible 
commercial is set to polka music. 

The films—her first stab at the medium—will premier weekly on 
Thursdays on Perrotin gallery’s Instagram. (Wachtel’s work is also 
included in “The Secret History of Everything,” a group show on view at 
the gallery’s New York location.) 

https://juliawachtel.com/
https://leaflet.perrotin.com/view/21/the-secret-history-of-everything


They’re short and lo-fi and have a distinct, one-step-forward, two-steps-back rhythm. They’re silly, but they’re still underscored by a languid, 
late-capitalist sadness—like when you find yourself watching infomercials in the middle of the day. 

In short, if Wachtel’s paintings were to come to life, they’d look a lot like this. 

And that makes sense, considering their origin. Not long after quarantining at her home and studio in Connecticut, Wachtel ran out of the 
custom-made canvases she uses for her painted work. So she decided to try her hand at video. 

The process was humble. In a habit she likens to fishing, Wachtel would turn on the TV and simply started surfing, using her phone to record 
little clips along the way. 

After she had reeled in enough material, she would load it into iMovie and start experimenting. Eventually she graduated to Adobe Premiere, but 
was sure to maintain the sketch-like quality—a balance she learned to strike with her painting. 

But the formal logic of painting is not the one through which she thinks and talks about the works. 

“I listen to a lot of hip hop and rap and have since 1979 when the Sugarhill Gang came out with the first rap song,” she says, citing Kendrick 
Lamar as a particular hero. 

“If you think about scratching or sampling and the building of overlapping layers of beats and melodies, there is a visual equivalent. For me, 
that’s very inspirational.”  

There’s another layer between the canvases and the videos too, one that the artist is still reconciling. 

Through the act of painting, Wachtel says, she’s undermining the ocean of images from which her material comes.   

“I’m extracting out of that, and locating images in history. They become objects that are made at particular moments. They’re physical things 
that will stay in their current form. It’s about making static something that reflects a condition that is fundamentally time-based.”

But making videos is to enter back into the information flow. It’s as if, after a fishing expedition, she’s throwing her catch back in the water. 

“I’m swimming with the devil now.” 



Milk, 2014, oil, acrylic ink on canvas, Courtesy of Elisabeth Wingate

BOB NICKAS | #44 SUMMER 2015

In an age of content providers sought after by information or 
entertainment services, the recent market ascendance of vacant 
abstraction may be difficult to grasp. While content is valued, its lack on 
canvas, painted and unpainted, is overvalued. How exactly did this come to 
pass? Is it possible that although content within business is desired, its 
presence in pictures, to use an old-fashioned term for paintings, is 
burdensome? For the shopkeeper, content is problematic because it must 
be explained. For the buyer, it must be reconciled with politics, morality 
and taste, though it may provide guilty pleasure. For artists, the “burden” 
is much more fundamental. What is my subject? How shall it be rendered? 
Where will its meaning reside or recede?

Picture-making designates the invention and replication of images – 
whether painted, drawn, filmed or photographed, as opposed to stained, 
bleached, sun-dried and stonewashed. It is an activity that can be seen in 
relation to its history and its prospects, at times as faithfully promiscuous. 
Yet the sort of painting that has found favour in recent years may be 
thought of as picture un-making, inhabiting a present without reflecting its 
time, or only unwittingly. An indelible image: The vampire remains 
invisible in the mirror, even to itself. And so we endure a desultory parade 
of canvases spun round washing machines, trampled on the studio floor, 
doused with turpentine, and electroplated. Where representation appears, 
to say “my child could do that” is to rudely insult the child. Negation, 
apparently, is its own reward. Consider Rauschenberg’s Erased de Kooning 
Drawing : today there would be no de Kooning, only an erasure …



… You Disappear Me. Thirty years after the last significant period of representation, the Pictures Generation, our meager inheritance adds up, 
rather unspectacularly, to an Un-Pictures Generation. Despite creating a deficit for art historians and the story thus far – and no farther? – it’s 
clear that lacking ideas for what to paint, or the capacity to paint at all, has generated many happy returns. (An old joke from the 1980s rears its 
bratty head. Q. “What’s this painting about?” A. “It’s about $40,000.”) And yet in the marriage of art and its markets, increasingly with underage 
partners, how is a lasting fidelity possible when commitments between artists and their projects are paper-thin? Art as a certificate of 
inauthenticity? How substantial, one wonders, is the artist’s investment? When it’s indifferent, the art, like a tiresome boyfriend, is 
unceremoniously dumped. The relations on display, devoid of human contact, suggest that the vulnerability required of human engagement, its 
messiness, confusion, and anxiety, are …

… Relations Of Absence. This is the title of a 1981 photo-based installation by Julia Wachtel. Commercially available posters – of an eroticized 
waif, John Travolta as the boy-next-door, a woman defiantly bared, and Mussolini in full dictatorial pose – were pasted to the wall, sequenced in 
repetition, and over-painted with the silhouette of a male-female couple. What’s missing, what can only be visualized as negative space, are 
viewers who attempt to inhabit and make sense of these images, at once seamless and fragmentary. Appropriation in this period transformed 
collage, which was no longer a matter of pieces overlaid and interlocked, but individual images presented in their entirety. The image-world of 
the 80s, in its fatal attractions, would provide a source of libidinal repulsion and fascination. In this charged atmosphere, Wachtel was among a 
number of artists, including Jessica Diamond, Gretchen Bender, Alan Belcher, Sarah Charlesworth, Peter Nagy, and Steven Parrino, whose diverse 
works were brought together in the mid 80s under the banner of Infotainment – the pop-inflected merging of information and entertainment – 
and in a moment, then as now, when movements were a thing of the past. Even as it was propped up, the status of painting was addressed. 
Nagy’s Painting of Value (1984), was in actuality a black-and-white photocopy based on an ad for jewelry. Parrino’s misstretched and distorted 
canvases allowed the monochrome to be seen as disfigurative and once again radical. Wachtel’s representations, shown in proximity, also 
courted disfiguration.

By 1982, Wachtel dispensed with printed posters and began to paint individual figures, placing them side-by-side. The silhouettes were replaced 
by the artist’s belief that viewers, suitably provoked, would complete the picture. Wachtel understood that an audience can catch itself in 
laughter and wonder how it is that they’re laughing.



Just the Two of Us, from that year, presents a double image of a poised young woman and an awkward little girl, both appropriated from 
greeting cards. Wachtel not only turned to a traditional medium, but drew her content from lowly, suspect sources: representations found on the 
covers of cheap romance novels or donated to Goodwill stores. (Her works from this time call to mind Jim Shaw’s “Thrift Store” paintings, Mike 
Kelley’s Missing Time Color Exercise (1998), based on Sex To Sexty cartoons from the late 60s/early 70s, and the pulp illustration that fuels 
recent work by Richard Prince.) The doubling in Wachtel’s work sets up a myriad of exchanges – between illustration and painting, painting and 
photography, manual and mechanical reproduction, abstraction and representation, high and low. Pairing cartoons and “primitives” (figures 
sourced from folk art and archaeology) and marrying cartoon characters to celebrities, her paintings resemble a schizophrenic shotgun wedding 
– most memorably in the coupling of Cher and a toothless peg-leg pirate in You Disappear Me (1987). Cartoons and primitives are isolated on 
monochrome and painterly grounds. Celebrities occupy the grit and transparency of the screen print. Sequentially arranged in multiple colour 
chart panels, they look like chromatic progressions by Ellsworth Kelly that inexplicably reflect the befuddled performers before them. Wachtel’s 
mirroring may be regarded by purists as that of the funhouse. Yet her insertion of the unexpected – party-crashers, as it were – parallels the 
entry of Pop artists who came from commercial work, window decoration, and sign painting, as well as abstract painters with backgrounds in 
graphic and product design, who, in the 60s, laid the foundation for neo-geo. Wachtel has said that her original attraction to greeting cards was 
due to the characters and the emotions they signified, as well as the painted stage they occupied. Ultimately, two forms of pantomime. In the 
wake of 80s neo-expressionism, Wachtel’s representations offered a rejoinder to an overwrought emotionality, enacted on its own terms – the 
“hallowed” space of painting – heightened and distanced.

By the late 80s, Wachtel adopted one of painting’s most traditional genres, the landscape. Animating its politicized ground, she engaged with 
discontent and its fallout. Chernobyl, the Berlin Wall, the spectacle of self-help, better living through chemistry, government follies, police 
brutality, and that great fiction of banality: reality television. After a nearly ten-year hiatus, a stepping back not uncommon among artists from 
that time who are now being re-discovered, whose earlier work is seen as prescient – from Ericka Beckman and Sarah Charlesworth to Troy 
Brauntuch and Joel Otterson – Wachtel returned to painting. Since 2011, her cast of characters, vocabulary, and concerns have been rearticulated 
in works addressing much of what we remain consumed by: war and protest, politics as entertainment, corporate greed and environmental 
negligence, celebrity culture, billions of images with no end in sight, and conspicuous consumption itself. This brings us back to where this 
essay started, haunted and appalled by the specter of art being hijacked – nothing personal, it’s only business – and artists who obligingly purge 
their work of bothersome content. To the non-expressionists we dedicate Wachtel’s 2015 canvas, The Execution of Abstraction. Clearly, artists 
who have returned to working and exhibiting – and selling – do so in an even more heatedly absurd environment than the so-called big, bad 80s. 
The engagement with picture-making remains not only a matter of unfinished business, but a cause which painting may continue to serve.


